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we suggestthe followingset-up: three hot wires
respondto the u componentat the summitsof
an equilateral triangle. The triangle is normal

The atmosphereis the largest facility available for basic studies of turbulent

•notion. No-

where can we find a larger spreadbetweenthe
size of the energy-carryingeddiesand the size
of the dissipatingeddies(Kolmogoroff's
length).
One of the fundamentalaspectsof the problem has to do with the rate of growth of the
mean square vortieity. This nonlinear process
is measuredby the following nondimensional

the triangle is increased,the rate of coincidence
should decrease,indicating the size of the regions where Ou/Ot assumeslarge values simultaneously. With a fourth hot-wire traveling
along the normal to the center of the triangle,

factor

we should be able to measure the thickness of

to the direction

of mean flow. As the size of

this region.
If this thicknessis of the order of the length
of Kolmogoroff,it would indicatethat the spikes
of •u/Ot are producedby head-on collisionsbewhere u(t) is the velocity fluctuation parallel tween chunks of fluids [Betchoy, 1956].
to the mean flow [Batchclot, 1953]. ObservaIn general, this technique would lead to a
tions in grid flows and in channelflows indi- better understandingof the basic structure of
cate that S amounts to about 0.4 and that it
turbulence,sincemultiple coincidences
are easier
is only during short intervals of time that the to measure than, say, quadruple correlations.
function Ou/Ot really contributesto the mean
The atmospheric vagaries of the mean flow
cube.

= (Ou/OO

It would be important to repeat these experimentsin atmosphericturbulencewherethe
eddy Reynoldsnumber is quite large. Furthermore,the geometryassociated
with the positive
pulsesof Ou/Otshouldbe studied.For this purpose,we coulduse electronicgatesgiving a signal +1

whenever the function Ou/Ot exceeds

andof quantitiessuchas (Ou/Ot2) couldbeelimi-

nated by mounting the instruments on a sort of
weather vane, by using constant resistance
anemometersand normalizingamplifiers.
Although there are no theories dealing with
turbulent rates of coincidence,it is likely that
such a study would increaseour understanding
of the basic mechanisms of turbulent

flows. In

a certain limit, say twice its root-mean-square particular, it may point out the weakness of
value. The gate gives a signal zero when the the theoriesbasedon the assumptionsof quasifunction does not exceed the limit.
Gaussianquadruplecorrelations[Proudmanand
With several hot-wire anemometers,each fol- Reid, 1954; Tatsumi, 1960].
lowed by an electronic gate, rates of coinciStudies of this type should also bring some
dence could easily be measured.For example, clarification of the turbulent processes.We
know [Betchov, 1956] that a positive value of
x Based on a paper presented at the International
S is indicative of concentration of vorticity
Symposium on Fundamental Problems in Turbulence and Their Relation to Geophysicsspo.nsored and of squashingof the fluid particles. These
by the International Union of Geodesy and Geotwo processesare not mutually exclusive. For
physicsand the International Union of Theoretical
and Applied Mechanics, held September 4-9, 1961, example,in a collisionbetweentwo fluid blobs,
the rate of deformationtensorindicatessquashin Marseilles, France.
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ing along one axis (axis of collision), and
stretching, at a slower rate, along two other
axes. The plane of these two axes is perpendicular to the axis of collision.Any component
of the vorticity lying in this plane will be
stretched. By studying the size and shape of
the regionswhere Ou/Ot takes significantlyhigh
values,we shouldclear up this subject.In particular, it will be interestingto know the Reynolds number characteristicfor those spikesof
Ou/Otthat contributeto, say, half the value of
S. Indeed, the size and the length of the pulses
are sufficientto build a Reynolds number.
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